A speaker naming task, which finds and identifies the active speaker in a certain movie or drama scene, is crucial for dealing with high-level video analysis applications such as automatic subtitle labeling and video summarization. Modern approaches have usually exploited biometric features with a gradient-based method instead of rule-based algorithms. In a certain situation, however, a naive gradient-based method does not work efficiently. For example, when new characters are added to the target identification list, the neural network needs to be frequently retrained to identify new people and it causes delays in model preparation. In this paper, we present an attention-based method which reduces the model setup time by updating the newly added data via online adaptation without a gradient update process. We comparatively analyzed with three evaluation metrics(accuracy, memory usage, setup time) of the attention-based method and existing gradient-based methods under various controlled settings of speaker naming. Also, we applied existing speaker naming models and the attention-based model to real video to prove that our approach shows comparable accuracy to the existing state-of-the-art models and even higher accuracy in some cases.
Introduction
Biometric recognition plays an important role in advanced authentication systems. It identifies individuals based on physical or behavioral characteristics. The speaker naming task, which is to identify visible speaking characters in multimedia videos, consists of multiple types of biometric recognition. Most of the speaker naming methods distinguish an active speaker based on biometric features like face image or voice. The necessity of this task is proven to be essential for high-level video analysis problems such as summarization (Takenaka et al. 2012) , interaction analysis (Liu, Jiang, and Huang 2008) , and semantic indexing (Zhang et al. 2013) . In particular, identification of active speaking characters with automatic subtitling can help deaf audiences to enjoy the videos more without any difficulties in understanding the context. Copyright c 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
Most of existing speaker naming models mainly focus on boosting up the accuracy for finding active speaker among fixed origin character list. Gradient-based methods are considered one of the right solutions to get higher accuracy, and these methods have been proposed in various ways using multiple modalities for speaker naming. (Hu et al. 2015) proposes a deep multimodal model based on a CNN architecture to extract the facial and acoustic features from videos, then combine them through a fusion function. Correspondingly, a multimodal Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM) architecture (Ren et al. 2016 ) merges visual and auditory modalities from the beginning of each input sequence. (Bredin and Gelly 2016) improves the performance of talking-face detection by capturing the lip motion.
However, it is not always possible to occur expected or fixed situation in a video. In the real world, there are several uncertain situations which cause the difficulties of identifying active speaker such as appearing new characters or misinterpretation due to lack of labeled training data. Most of the gradient-based identification approaches cannot immediately adapt to a change in predicted character list or update the newly added data to model. Traditionally, these methods have to predefine a set of targeted characters before the training period. In particular, an existing model has to be retrained with a new set of targeted characters, which consist of both origin classes and the new ones, from scratch. It causes much time-consuming to rebuild the model. Transfer learning (Yosinski et al. 2014 ) and domain adaptation (Ganin and Lempitsky 2015) are proved to be efficient for faster adaptation of neural network through initialization based on origin data. Nonetheless, these methods still require considerable time in the training phase adapting the newly added data to original model, which takes considerable time. Besides, it is hard to contain a sufficient amount of labeled data in real-world datasets since labeling task is costly. The availability of labeled data poses a major practical issue for many gradient-based models.
To overcome these problems, we apply an attention module with few-shot learning (Fei-Fei, Fergus, and Perona 2006) for making our identification model flexible to accommodate changes at run-time. The attention module, which is based on scaled dot-product attention structure (Vaswani et Figure 1 : (a) Speaker naming task contains two situations: i) finding matched face with corresponding voice if speaker appears in the scene, ii) picking out all distractors if speaker is out of the scene. (b) Visualization of predicting ID of facevoice pair with few-shot learning based attention module. The predicted ID of the target can be inferred to linear combination of cosine similarity between every prior knowledge embedding and target embedding. It also shows the simplicity of dealing with data of newly added ID inserting into the attention module. al. 2017), represents the similarities between prior knowledge embeddings and extracted features from the target video. The prior knowledge embeddings are the given data, which consist of facial and vocal embeddings of the predicted classes from the training dataset. Next, few-shot learning is used for dealing with the scarcity of labeled data and imbalanced class distribution. Attention mechanism and few-shot learning are effectively combined in our model since they are both linear and straightforward. The essential component of the few-shot learning method derives feature embeddings based on a distance function. The attention mechanism consists of a linear combination with scaling and a softmax operation among these feature embeddings as shown in Figure 1 (b) . This combination makes the model consider every single embedding of prior knowledge carefully. Therefore, our method works well under the conditions even with a small amount of data or a highly imbalanced class distribution. More importantly, our model only utilizes the pretrained neural networks to extract embeddings. It means our model does not comprise a backpropagation process unlike other gradient-based models. Namely, the setup time is significantly decreased by updating the new information on the attention module in run-time.
However, our proposed method is not always an optimal solution for all situations. In situations where character changes are not frequent or there are many IDs to identify, a deep-learning approach that guarantees robust performance may be more suitable even if the model setup takes a long time. Consequently, we compared attention-based method with gradient-based methods under various conditions of speaker naming by adjusting two variables: the number of target IDs to be identified, and the number of shots per each character. Furthermore, we compared our proposed model with existing speaker naming models on real video.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We proposed a non-gradient-based method using attention module with few-shot learning, which can efficiently deal with the scarcity of labeled data as well as imbalanced class distribution.
• Our model significantly reduces the setup time of the model by removing the gradient descent process and updating the new data to model online.
• Under various environments adjusting both the number of target IDs to be identified and the number of shots per each character, we conducted comparative analyses with real-world dataset between our proposed method and existing gradient-based methods through three metrics: accuracy, memory usage, and setup time.
• Our model shows comparable accuracy to the state-ofthe-art speaker naming models on real video.
Related Work
Speaker Naming Speaker naming is a task to identify the speaker in a video source. Recent studies about automatic speaker naming used deep neural networks to get each speaker's name from the multimodal face-voice sources. In (Hu et al. 2015) , they proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) based multimodal framework that automatically learns from the combined face and acoustic features. They trained the SVM classifier to reject all non-matching face-voice pairs and get identification results. Likewise, (Ren et al. 2016) 
Feature Extractors for Face and Audio Cues
The primary purpose of feature extractors is to express a particular type of data to distilled numerical embeddings, which has lower dimension than original data. Several feature extractors have been studied in each field according to various types of data. Most feature extractor operates by setting appropriate loss function and distance metric, then optimizing them. Audio The area of feature extraction of audio data has also been studied in various directions. There have been many useful methods, such as using MFCC (Muda, Begam, and Elamvazuthi 2010) and using CNN (Hershey et al. 2017) . Recently, (Xie et al. 2019 ) suggested a new model using "thinResNet" trunk architecture and dictionary-based NetVLAD layer. This method successfully performed the speaker identification task on audio data with varying lengths and mixing of unrelated signals.
Attention Mechanism
Attention mechanism is first proposed in (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) for neural machine translation(NMT) field. The attention mechanism looks up all of the input elements(e.g., sequential input such as frames in video or words in a sentence) at every decoding time, calculates the attention map which is a matrix that reflects the relevance of present input and previous input elements. Attention map is a probability matrix that each target word is aligned to, or translated from source word. Each element of the attention map is computed as the softmax value, which means the similarity of source word and each target word.
Some papers have brought attention mechanism to speaker naming task. In (Liu et al. 2019) , they proposed attention guided deep audio-face fusion approach to detect active speaker. They also used individual network model to convert from face and voice sources to each embedding as ours. Before fusing the face and voice embeddings, they applied the attention module only for face embeddings to consider the relationship between other face embeddings. However, our work applied attention mechanism to fusion of face-voice pair embeddings and focused on the relevance of target embeddings and prior knowledge embeddings.
Methodology
Speaker naming contains all processes from detecting faces, recognizing voice, and matching these embeddings to identifying the current speaker. As shown in Figure 1 (a), we regard the speaker naming problem in two cases. The first case is to find out the pair embeddings that both face and voice embedding are identified as same ID(so-called "matchedpair"). The second one is to pick out the pair embeddings where ID of face and voice do not match(so-called "nonmatched-pair"). We propose a non-gradient based method using attention networks with few-shot learning to solve this problem. In this section, we formulate our problem precisely and elaborate on our proposed model.
Problem Formulation
We formulate our problem as follows. Let t be the index of time window, I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i N } denotes the ID of characters. J t is the number of faces which are captured in t. f t j is the j-th number of face embeddings cropped in time window t. Likewise, v t represents the voice embedding in time window t. Then the maximum probability of facial embedding whose ID is i k in time window t is as follows. By multiplying F prob (i k , t) and the probability that predicted ID of voice embedding in t is i k , we can infer the ID of speaker in t as below.
Based on Equation (2), we calculate the accuracy of the speaker naming model if it correctly estimates the ID of matched-pair, or picks out the non-matched-pair in the time window t. After all, we aggregate Spk ID (t) over all time windows to get the total accuracy of the target video.
Attention-Based Method for Speaker Naming
The speaker naming problem consists of two parts: finding out matched face-voice pairs to predict current speaker, and picking out the non-matched-pairs. Our approach to solve the problem is as follows. First, we capture the face images and voice chunks by every fixed size of the time window. Then, we convert face images and voice chunks to extracted embeddings with pre-trained face and audio feature extractor. We concatenate both face and voice embeddings to make candidates of pair embeddings by each frame. Then, we calculate the attention map with this concatenated embedding. Attention map applies scaling and a softmax function to cosine similarity matrix among all of the characters' prior knowledge embeddings and extracted target embeddings. We predict the IDs of target embeddings based on the attention mechanism. Then, the proposed method aggregates the prediction result by each time window, and it determines the active speaker in the scene. Finally, we measure the prediction accuracy of the model by aggregating every result of all time windows. We describe our method's overall architecture and flow in Figure 2 . Feature Extraction. For generating embeddings which contain the features of facial appearance and voice, we use pre-trained feature extractors, which convert raw input sources to numerical vectors with reduced dimensions. Our network uses FaceNet as facial feature extractor, NetVLAD as voice feature extractor. The weights of these extractors are fixed while updating the attention module or end-to-end inferencing phase.
Attention Module with Few-Shot Learning. Our attention module with few-shot learning consists of multiple components. Let Q denotes the query matrix, which is the extracted face-voice pair embeddings from target video. Q contains several matched-pairs and non-matched-pairs, which we will predict within a certain time window. Thus, Q is a variable for time window t. K, V belong to prior knowledge for our network. K denotes the matrix of multiple face-voice pair embeddings extracted from the training data. V is a one-hot vector matrix of IDs corresponding to K. These KV set work as proofs for our decision whether the pair embeddings are matched-pair or not, and classifying the pair's ID.
Detailed process of attention mechanism is shown in Figure 3 . The intuitive role of attention module is to consider the correlations between every pair of Q and K. In our case, computing attention map and context vectors in attention module correspond to computing similarity and matrix of predicted IDs, respectively. As a distance metric, we use cosine distance because embeddings in Q and K are unit vectors, we can get cosine similarity using inner product. Before performing matrix multiplication of Q and K, we use transposed matrix Q T to match the dimension. Our method performs a few additional operations after doing matrix multiplication with Q T and K. First, multiply scale factor sf to Q T K. Then, apply the softmax function to all elements. Our network is set to the value of sf as √ d K , where d K is the dimension of K, set to 1024. The reason for multiplying sf is that after performing multiplication between unit vectors to calculate cosine similarity, the value becomes so small that it interferes with subsequent softmax operation. If the input parameter's scale of softmax function is too small or large, it cannot express the appropriate probability distribution. Our setting can arrange the scale of value at the proper level to perform softmax. Based on the above explanation, the attention map is mathematically written as:
The context vectors which represents the prediction of IDs to Q is written as: C = V A T (4) C represents the probability of which face-voice pair in Q is regarded as a particular ID. The probability of face and voice are separated in C. Our method uses confidence score vector c p as the criteria for the decision to distinguish whether the p-th embeddings in Q is the active speaker or not. We apply Hadamard product (Horn 1990) , which multiplies the face part and voice part of C element-wise, to consider both features of face and voice. From this operation, we get 1×N vector of confidence score where N is the number of IDs. The maximum value and its index in c p will be regarded as a confidence score and Spk ID (t), respectively. We elaborate on the procedure of overall flow in Algorithm 1. 
end if end for end for
Experiments Dataset Overview
In experiments, we used two public datasets: the utterance videos of celebrities(VoxCeleb2(Chung, Nagrani, and Zisserman 2018)) and a TV show(The Big Bang Theory(BBT)). For the experiment in incremental settings, we randomly chose 500 people from VoxCeleb2, which contain more than 10 videos. Then, we split the train set and valid set by 5:2 per each ID. For BBT, we selected 5 episodes (S01E02, S01E03, S01E04, S01E05, S01E06). Each episode consists of the whole video, face images with various poses and illumination, and aggregated voice file without silence.
Data Preprocessing
We used FaceNet and NetVLAD, which are the same extractors used in our model, for extracting train and test embeddings from the raw datasets. First of all, BBT dataset consists of multiple cropped face images and merged voice files per ID, by each episode. Cropped face images were resized to 160×160 for fitting the image size with the input of FaceNet model. After that, we used pre-trained FaceNet to convert resized face images into 512-dimension embeddings. Similarly, we converted our audio file into 512-dimension voice embeddings. The window size of each audio chunk is 2s, cut with 0.1s stride. We did additional preprocessing in order to get cropped face images and voice chunks when preprocessing VoxCeleb2 because it only consists of video files. First of all, we cut the videos every 30 frames per second. Then, MTCNN cropped face images for all frames. The captured images which are not actual face image were removed. About voice file, we applied the same setting of what BBT was preprocessed.
Comparative Analysis among Speaker Naming Methods under Various Settings
Previous studies (Hu et al. 2015; Ren et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2019) have evaluated the accuracy of their methods in a refined setting, which has purified voice and appears a small, fixed number of characters(5-6 IDs) in the scene. Also, they use sufficient pair embeddings per each character for training model. In this experiment, we compare our speaker naming model with existing gradient-based methods in detail under more various environments unlike previous work. By considering the advent of new characters in the story, we can precisely evaluate the performance of speaker naming methods in a more realistic situation with VoxCeleb2 dataset.
Evaluation Metric Speaker naming is to find the matched-pairs of face and voice embeddings and predict its identity. To compare how well the speaker naming method can identify the ID of matched-pair, we defined matching pair accuracy(mpA) as follows:
The second metric is the number of parameters of speaker naming model loaded in memory. If the model consists of a neural network, the weights and biases belonged to these parameters. In the case of attention-based model, pair embeddings were counted as parameters. We convert these parameters into kilobytes(KB) and compare them. The third metric is the setup time of model. In the case of neural network, we calculated setup time by adding data loading in memory, calculating the gradient, and updating it to the weights. In the case of an attention-based model, we measure the setup time by adding the loading time of prior knowledge embeddings and the calculation time of attention module to derive prediction results.
Experimental Setup
We conducted the experiment adjusting two main variables in situations: the number of target IDs for prediction, and the number of shots(pair embeddings of face-voice) for prior knowledge per each target ID. About the number of target IDs, we separated the situation into two parts: the number of target IDs is small or large. In each case, the number of target IDs started to be set from 5 to 50 with five increments, and from 50 to 500 with fifty increments, respectively. We also adjust the number of shots per each character set to 5(small), 50(large) shots in both situations to consider the effects of the number of labeled training data to performances of speaker naming methods.
As the baseline methods, we selected two representative gradient-based methods to compare with our Attentionbased(Att-based) method. The first method is Training from Scratch(TfS), which trains the neural network with both original and new data. Most of the deep neural networks normally use TfS in training phase. The second one is Learning without Forgetting(LwF) (Li and Hoiem 2017) , which generates the new branch on top of the network and trains with only new data. We followed the same neural network structure with one of the previous work (Hu et al. 2015) on both methods for fair comparison. The maximum training epoch is 500, which is sufficient to converge the loss function. If the network reached the optimal cost before the maximum epoch while training, we took the accuracy and the setup time at the moment the optimal cost was derived. Transfer learning was applied in every stage of all gradient-based methods when the number of IDs was increased.
Results As shown in Figure 4 and Table 1 , we conducted both quantitative and qualitative analysis based on the experimental results. Most notably, our method(Att-based) significantly reduced the setup time of model compared to other gradient-based methods about tens to hundreds of times regardless of conditions. The mpA was high in order of TfS, Att-based, LwF. However, when the number of target IDs was 450 with large shots, the LwF gradually surpassed Attbased as shown in the "Large IDs-mpA" graph in Figure 4 . Generally, gradient-based methods showed a big difference in mpA depending on the number of shots. In contrast, Attbased worked well in both situations and had less effect in terms of the number of shots. Att-based utilized small number of parameters when the number of target IDs or its shots are small. However, as the number of target IDs is increased with large(50) shots, Att-based showed memory inefficiency because the number of parameters increased quadratically with (the number of IDs × the number of shots per ID). In contrast, TfS occupies constant number of parameters; it is only related to the structure of the neural network. LwF is proportional to the number of times that ID is added. Because LwF has a multi-branch structure, the new branch is generated when the new target character comes in. To sum up, Att-based is the most appropriate method when new people appear frequently, and the shots per each character is not sufficient. Also, Att-based works effectively where immediate update for hard-to-recognize data such as various facial poses is needed. Overall, TfS is the best suited for situations where the new people are not frequently updated and high accuracy is required. LwF locates in the middle of other two methods, because it shows faster setup of model than TfS, but compromising its mpA and memory usage.
Speaker Naming Accuracy for Real Video
In this experiment, we applied our model in real video to compare the accuracy with previous gradient-based speaker naming models.
Evaluation Metric Speaker naming accuracy(snA) had used broadly in multiple speaker naming related papers before and was formulated in (Liu et al. 2019) , which is from one of our baseline. We used this metric to measure the performance of real video inference for comparing our model with a well-known speaker naming baselines. They define snA as follows:
where p sn and s tr denote the labels of predicted samples and ground truth, respectively. N [p sn ==s tr ] is the number of correctly predicted time windows and N s tr is the total number of time windows.
Experimental Setup For evaluation, we followed the same settings of previous works (Tapaswi, Buml, and Stiefelhagen 2012; Bauml, Tapaswi, and Stiefelhagen 2013; Hu et al. 2015; Ren et al. 2016 ) on speaker naming experiment. The four-minute-long BBT S01E03 video clip was used for evaluation dataset. In real situation, there occurs many nonmatched-pairs of face-voice embeddings per period. Unlike previous controlled settings, we put 30 shots of matched and non-matched-pairs at a ratio of 1 to 4 in prior knowledge embeddings because end-to-end inference detects not only an active speaker but also distractors. We tested our model to video with the time window of multiple periods of 0.5s. Time windows more than 0.5s were also tested for comparing existing methods to clarify the result. If the time window is more than 0.5s, the prediction of the model is determined by the majority vote of multiple 0.5s-sized windows as previous work (Hu et al. 2015) did.
Results As shown in Table 2 , Att-based showed comparable snA as other gradient-based speaker naming models in most cases. In certain circumstances, such as the size of the time window is 1s, 2s, and 3s, our model even outperformed the other state-of-the-art models.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an attention-based speaker naming method for online adaptation in non-fixed scenarios. The key idea is to predict the ID of the matched-pair based on attention mechanism, which considers the correlation between all pairs of prior knowledge embeddings and extracted target embeddings. Our proposed approach significantly reduced the model setup time by keeping comparable accuracy to existing state-of-the-art models, as demonstrated in our experiments. Also, the model can be updated online by only changing information on the attention module. Our further research aims to solve the current limitations and improve the method well-applied to more generalized situations. Now, our current method was using only two modalities and showed low accuracy when the number of target IDs for identification is large. Also, it can occur memory inefficiency if the number of IDs and the number of shots per ID are increased. If we properly combine the advantages of the gradient-based methods with our method, the integrated method will be one of the solutions to cover more various situations adequately in the future.
